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Observation and Analysis of Phase-Locking in
Parabolic Bow-Tie Laser Arrays

F. Causa, Member, IEEE, and D. Masanotti

Abstract—This paper presents experimental and theoretical re-
sults to show that in-phase coherent coupling occurs in high-power
arrays of parabolic bow-tie lasers. Such devices require simple and
inexpensive device fabrication, thus providing a cost-effective high-
power laser for high-brightness operation at 980 nm. The max-
imum brightness achieved was 318 MW cm 2sr 1 at 20 times the
threshold with far-field full-width at half-maximum less than 1.5
times the diffraction limit, measured without the use of external
lenses under low-duty cycle (0.1%) pulsed operation. Results ob-
tained from double-slit interference experiments show a clear dis-
tinction between phase-coherent arrays and corresponding arrays
of independent emitters.

Index Terms—High-brightness, high-power, index-guiding, laser
arrays, phase-locking, tapered geometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the widespread use of laser diodes in many dif-
ferent sectors of modern industry there has been an

increasing demand for high optical output power devices with
good beam quality and, ideally, low production and packaging
costs. High optical output power can in principle be achieved by
increasing the active volume, either by using broad-area lasers
or by operating several lasers in arrays or bars. However, it has
been recognized that to achieve the highest brightness from an
array of laser diodes it is necessary to achieve parallel coupling,
where all devices are coupled to one another in the same mea-
sure, and excite only the fundamental array mode (“in-phase
coupling”), [1]. In-phase coupling is difficult to achieve in a
simple array of narrow stripe lasers because the modal gain of
the highest order array mode is higher than that of the funda-
mental mode, e.g., [2], resulting in an undesirable two-lobed
far-field intensity pattern, characteristic of the “out-of-phase”
coupling. Fundamental array mode operation and, therefore,
high brightness have been achieved with resonant optical wave-
guide laser arrays, [3]. However, this device design requires
demanding material growth and device fabrication, i.e., high
costs. On the other hand, phase-locked arrays of parabolic
bow-tie lasers (PBTLs) have been designed to achieve high
power and high brightness without the need for regrowth or
sophisticated device fabrication, [4]. The novelty of the para-
bolic bow-tie laser arrays (PBTLAs) discussed here is that the
inter-element coupling is longitudinally nonuniform because of
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the array geometry, thereby promoting stability of operation as
discussed in [5] where the optical guiding properties of these
novel devices were described in detail. PBTLAs can be seen as
a collection of tapered lasers operated simultaneously or as a
broad area laser with an integrated spatial filter. In the either
case, it is not possible to define an analytic expression for the
modes of the structure. Therefore, in the first analysis the CMT
(coupled-mode theory), [6], has been used to study the PBTLA
as a collection of lasers that are coupled only at the facets.

This paper presents experimental and theoretical results
obtained from arrays of parabolic bow-tie laser diodes designed
to achieve high power with high brightness with simple and
inexpensive device fabrication and packaging, and without the
need of external optics. The results discussed here have been
obtained predominantly under (low-duty cycle) pulsed condi-
tions, with preliminary CW results. The operation of the arrays
presented in this paper is affected by thermal lensing which
promotes multi-array-mode operation, [5], unlike the case of
(high-)index-antiguided devices which have been demonstrated
to produce stable near-diffraction-limited output beam under
CW operation, [7]. The devices characteristics are presented
in Section II. Experimental and theoretical results for different
devices (varying geometry and inter-element separation) are
presented in Section III to prove that fundamental array mode
operation can be achieved in certain conditions. Experimental
results estimating the degree of coherence of PBTLAs without
and with inter-element separation are presented and discussed
in Section IV. The conclusions drawn from the above discus-
sions are summarized in Section V.

II. DEVICE FABRICATION AND GEOMETRY

The laser arrays discussed in this paper have been fab-
ricated from a double hetero-structure, large-optical-cavity,
triple-quantum-well (TQW) semiconductor material specially
designed for high power operation at 980 nm [5]. The main
material and device parameters estimated from theory or ex-
perimental characterization are as follows: (vertical) optical
confinement factor in the TQW: ; equivalent spot
size: m where is the active region
thickness; power density before catastrophic optical damage
measured under pulsed operation (5- s pulsewidth):

MW cm ; vertical beam divergence [full-width at half-
maximum (FWHM)]: .

The schematic of a five-element PBTLA (5PBTLA) is pre-
sented in Fig. 1. The device geometry is defined by an etched rib
which provides an effective index step (estimated to be

for etch depth m) for weak lateral index-
guiding. The etched rib is practical not only to provide weak
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a five-element PBTLA:W is the width of the individual
element, W is the width of the central straight section, W is the array width;
L is the taper length,L the length of the central straight section andL device
length; S the inter-element separation; and h the etch depth.

optical guiding, but also to reduce current spreading. The de-
vices have been then modelled using the effective index method
to reduce the problem to two dimensions (lateral and longi-
tudinal), and the scalar analysis. To maximize the brightness
(both the output power and the lateral beam divergence) the
parabolic rib geometry was used, [8], [9], defined by

, where is the rib width at
the narrow central section, is the wider width of the taper,
and is the taper length (see Fig. 1). For the devices of interest
in this paper m and m, the width and
length of the central straight section are m and

m. For useful comparisons, corresponding stripe laser ar-
rays (SLAs) for which the width of the individual elements is

constant along the length and linear bow-tie laser arrays
(LBTLAs) for which ,
were also fabricated. All devices have the same length (

m) and same facet width ( m).
Two types of in-house fabricated arrays will be discussed in

this paper with different inter-element spacing , defined as
the distance between the longitudinal axes of two adjacent el-
ements (Fig. 1). For the devices presented in this paper, it is
either , in which case the device will be referred to
as 5PBTLA-0, or , in which case the device will be
referred to as 5PBTLA- . The inter-element spacing
in 5PBTLA- was chosen to ensure that there was
no coupling between elements. To estimate the inter-element
spacing required to avoid inter-element coupling, near-field in-
tensity profiles were measured from an individual element at
low injection current with low-pass optical frequency
filters to highlight the presence of the carriers at the device facet.
Corresponding theoretical current density and carrier density
profiles were used to validate the measured profiles and to quan-
tify the effective lateral spreading of the carriers resulting from
the combined effects of current spreading and carrier diffusion,
[5]. An effective diffusion length m was obtained
for the devices of interest here. Therefore, with an inter-element
separation m, corresponding to sepa-
ration between the ridges of the individual elements at the facet,
the individual elements in the array are considered to be inde-
pendent (uncoupled).

All devices were bonded p-side down on temperature sta-
bilized copper mounts ( C). However, thermal man-
agement was not optimized. Therefore, to reduce the risk of

Fig. 2. Pulsed and CW optical output power per facet as a function of injec-
tion current measured from uncoated in-house fabricated 5PBTLA-0s (solid line
with full circles), 5SLA-0s (dotted line with full squares), 5PBTLA-10s (solid
line with empty circles), and 5SLA-10s (dotted line with empty squares). (Inten-
sity filters have been used to take readings at high power levels.) Representative
junction voltage and W-P efficiency (per pulse and per facet) curves are also
shown for uncoated 5PBTLA-0 and 5PBTLA-10. Inset: Pulsed optical output
power per facet as a function of injection current measured from in-house fab-
ricated 5LBTLA-0s (dashed line with full triangles), 5LBTLA-10s (dashed line
with empty triangles), 5PBTLA-0s, and 5PBTLA-10s, as above.

breakage, the devices were tested predominantly using pulsed
current with 0.1% duty cycle (200-Hz repetition rate, 5- s pulse
duration). In this context, the continuous-wave (CW) results
presented in the next Section are only preliminary at this stage,
but they seem to confirm the trends observed under pulsed op-
eration. Indeed, thermal-lensing is expected to play an impor-
tant role under CW operation since the effective refractive index
steps involved in such devices are small. Therefore, further de-
sign refinements will be necessary under those conditions to
achieve diffraction-limited operation.

III. DEVICE OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

A. Electrical and Optical Characterization

Representative power-current ( – ) and voltage-current
( – ) characteristics measured from the uncoated arrays and
corresponding wall-plug (W-P) efficiency curves (per pulse)
are compared in Fig. 2. The – characteristics measured
from PBTLAs and SLAs are compared in detail. The –
characteristics of LBTLAs are very similar to those of cor-
responding PBTLAs (inset of Fig. 2). The threshold current
densities for all devices are comparable, kAcm .
The voltage across the devices changes only slightly with the
inter-element spacing , and with the device geometry (typical
series resistance 0.42 ). However, the slope efficiency and, as
a consequence, the W-P efficiency (per pulse) reduce signifi-
cantly when , Fig. 2. Under pulsed operation output
powers in excess of 2.8 W/facet and 3.2 W/facet have been
measured from 5PBTLA-0s and 5SLA-0s, respectively, and of
2.1 W/facet and 2.5 W/facet from 5PBTLA-10s and 5SLA-10s,
respectively, at without catastrophic optical damage
(COD), without saturation, and without thermal roll-over.
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TABLE I
OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS MEASURED FROM IN-HOUSE FABRICATED 5PBTLA-0S AND 5PBTLA-10S AT I = 3I AND I = 7:5I UNDER PULSED

(5�S, 200 HZ) AND CW OPERATION

The devices were measured also under CW operation. How-
ever because of the lack of proper thermal management the
driving current was limited to . Under
CW operation, no significant change in threshold current was
observed with respect to that measured under pulsed operation,
Fig. 2 (for PBTLAs only). On the other hand, the slope and W-P
efficiencies were both significantly lower than those measured
under pulsed operation, Table I (characteristics of 5PBTLA0s
and 5PBTLA10s). From the results presented in Fig. 2, it is no-
ticed that no thermal roll-over has been observed under CW op-
eration over the range of currents investigated. Output powers
in excess of 500 mW CW per facet have been measured from
5PBTLA-0s (at ), Fig. 2.

B. Near-Field Intensity Profiles

Although all suitable for high-power operation, the output
beam characteristics measured from the above-mentioned de-
vices vary enormously not only with the geometry of the optical
cavity, [4], but also, as expected, with the inter-element spacing

. The near-field intensity profiles measured from the laser ar-
rays at and above threshold (pulsed operation) are presented in
Fig. 3, clearly showing the presence of the inter-element spacing
in arrays with . The features of the near field are no-
ticeably different when , indicating different modes of
operation of the two types of devices (of all geometries).

C. Far-Field Characteristics

The far-field intensity profiles measured without the use of
lenses are presented in Fig. 4 (pulsed operation). The angular
resolution of such measurements is 0.05 deg near threshold the
far fields measured from all coupled devices are typ-
ically double-lobed indicating that the highest order mode has
the highest modal gain, as expected in these conditions. From
the simple diffraction theory point of view the two-lobe profile
observed at threshold indicates that there is a -phase-shift be-
tween adjacent elements in the array, [10]. The measured lobe
separation is 2.8 deg, in agreement with that predicted the CMT,
[5], . At higher currents the far field be-
comes single-lobed only in arrays of coupled bow-tie lasers, in-
dicating dominant fundamental mode operation in such devices.
The change in mode operation in such devices is due to the com-
bined effects of spatial-filtering (operated by the narrow central
stripes) and of hole-burning which changes the gain and refrac-
tive index distributions across the device, thereby increasing the
fundamental mode gain, [4], [5]. In particular, the best results

Fig. 3. Near-field intensity profiles measured from 5PBTLA-0s, 5PBTLA-10s,
5LBTLA-0s, 5LBTLA-10s, 5SLA-0s, and 5SLA-10s below (dotted lines) and
above (solid lines) threshold, at I � 20–50mA and I = 1–1:5A, respectively.
(Measurement resolution: 3 �m.)

are obtained from 5PBTLA-0s, where the contribution of the
higher order array modes is negligible. This experimental ob-
servation gives evidence of the fact that in the arrays of cou-
pled PBTLs, the individual elements operate in phase. There-
fore, in this case, the resulting self-consistent optical field pro-
file very closely resembles that of the fundamental mode of
an array of strongly coupled stripes (each of width ) or,
equivalently, that of a wide stripe of width . In Fig. 4, the
experimental far-field profiles are compared with those calcu-
lated with the coupled mode theory for the fundamental modes
of the arrays of interest. Under pulsed operation PBTLA-0s
remain near-diffraction-limited, that is, beam width
(diffraction-limited) up to A, corresponding
to (pulsed) output optical powers up to 2.4 W, [4]. At higher
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Fig. 4. Comparison of far-field intensity profiles measured (solid lines) from
5PBTLA-0s, 5PBTLA-10s, 5LBTLA-0s, 5LBTLA-10s, 5SLA-0s, and 5SLA-
10s, near threshold (insets), and at I = 20I under pulsed operation. (Mea-
surement resolution: 0.05 deg.) Corresponding theoretical profiles (dashed line)
obtained with the coupled mode theory are also presented for completeness.

currents (up to the measured A) the far field
broadens to approximately 2DL since higher order array modes
begin to significantly contribute, as evidenced by the fact that
the lateral peaks in the far-field intensity profile become more
pronounced.

For 5SLA-0, the far-field intensity pattern remains double-
lobed, indicating that in this case (as expected) the highest order
mode has the highest modal gain. In Fig. 4, the experimental
profile is compared with that calculated using the coupled mode
theory from an array of narrow m) stripes to simulate
the effect of hole-burning. The good agreement between theory
and experiment indicates that in this case hole-burning is not
favouring fundamental mode operation (however, it is essential
to include hole-burning to account for the observed peaks).

The far fields measured at threshold from uncoupled arrays
are always single-lobed except for the SLAs. In

5SLA-10, in fact, multimode operation is manifestly producing
a double-lobed far-field pattern, but with nonzero field on axis
(significantly different from the case of 5SLA-0s, where the
far-field pattern presents an on axis null). The FWHM measured

Fig. 5. Far-field intensity profiles measured under CW operation (solid line) at
and above threshold (I = 7:5I ), from (a) 5PBTLA-0s and (b) 5PBTLA-10s.
(No lenses were used; angle resolution: 0.05 deg.) Corresponding theoretical
profiles (dashed line) obtained with the coupled mode theory are also presented
for completeness.

from 5PBTLA-10s and 5LBTLA-10s is independent on the op-
erating current, indicating that the elements in those arrays are
operating independently. The measured FWHM of the far field
is 2.7 deg, approximately equal to that of an individual element.

The far fields measured under CW operation, Fig. 5 (for
PBTLAs only), confirm the trends discussed above. It is noted,
however, that the peak separation measured from coupled
PBTLA-0s at threshold under CW operation (2.5 deg) is
slightly smaller than that measured under pulsed operation,
because of the thermal lensing that typically occurs under CW
operation. At higher currents the CW far fields measured from
coupled arrays are single-lobed, but with FWHM (3 deg) signif-
icantly broader than that measured under pulsed operation. This
broadening of the far field under CW operation is attributed to
the present, inefficient thermal sinking—local heating reduces
the available gain, promoting multi-mode operation. Finally,
also under CW operation the far-field profiles measured from
arrays of uncoupled devices are comparable with
those obtained from individual elements substantiating the
features discussed above in connection with the measurements
taken under pulsed operation.

IV. BRIGHTNESS AND COHERENCE MEASUREMENTS

The measured lateral far-field FWHM and estimated bright-
ness as functions of driving current are presented in Fig. 6 for
coupled and un-coupled arrays of all geometries. In addition,
the Strehl ratio (SR) was also estimated experimentally by mea-
suring the optical power through slits of aperture corresponding
to the diffraction-limit divergence angle, placed at the far-field
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Fig. 6. Brightness (per facet) and lateral far-field intensity FWHM as func-
tions of the injection current normalized with respect to I for coupled and
uncoupled uncoated arrays of different geometry (dash-dotted line represents
the diffraction limit estimated for a 100-�m aperture; other lines as indicated).

plane. This parameter gives an indication of the effectiveness of
the laser design since diffraction-limited operation can also be
achieved in a situation where multiple peaks are present—there-
fore, in such cases it is essential to ensure that the power in
the side lobes is minimal. The diffraction-limit angle,

deg, estimated from a uniformly illu-
minated 100- m aperture is also included in the graph as a ref-
erence. It is noted that the minimum FWHM (0.83 deg) value
was measured from 5PBTLA-0s at , corresponding to 1.5
the diffraction-limit. At that operational current, the brightness
was highest, reaching 318 MW cm sr , Fig. 6. In addition,
the FWHM of the far field measured from those arrays is con-
siderably narrower than that measured from an individual PBTL
(2.8 deg), [8], indicating that in-phase inter-element coupling
(fundamental array mode operation) is effectively taking place.
Correspondingly, the peak 70% SR measured from 5PBTLA-0s
occurs at , decreasing at higher currents because of
the far-field broadening. The arrays of linearly tapered lasers did
exhibit single mode far field, however in-phase operation was
never observed and, therefore, the brightness achieved in this
case is modest (130 MW cm sr ). This is due to the reduced
adiabaticity of the linear taper geometry, where the coupling to
higher local modes within each taper is more significant than in
tapers of parabolic geometry, [5].

For the uncoupled arrays the brightness varies
almost linearly with current, as presented in Fig. 6, because

the FWHM is independent of the operating current. The
brightness achieved from 5PBTLA-10s and 5LBTLA-10s are
comparable ( MW cm sr , at ) but still con-
siderably lower than that achieved from an individual PBTL
(137 MW cm sr at ) or from 5PBTLA-0s
(318 MW cm sr at ).

On the other hand, the brightness measured from stripe
arrays (both coupled and un-coupled) is significantly lower
(25 MW cm sr ) than that measured from the arrays of
bow-tie lasers discussed above. This is a direct consequence of
the fact that the far fields obtained from such lasers are typically
double-lobed, with correspondingly low SR.

Under CW operation the highest brightness achieved from
PBTLA-0s is 12 MW cm sr at , which is one
order of magnitude lower than that obtained under pulsed oper-
ation at the same current (128 MW cm sr at ),
and 6 MW cm sr at for 5PBTLA-10s.

Ideally the total power emitted by an array of identical el-
ements is times the power emitted from an individual ele-
ment. If the array is coherently coupled and operates in the fun-
damental (in-phase) mode, the emitted beam is single-lobed and
its lateral divergence at FWHM is times the divergence of
an individual emitter. As a consequence, since the total area of
emission is times that of an individual emitter, the bright-
ness of the array is times the brightness of an individual el-
ement [1]. In practice, for the devices of interest in this paper
the scaling factors, and , estimated respectively from
the measured output power and beam divergence differ from
the expected value . Values for and are
summarized in Table II, together with the (compound) factor

derived for the brightness. From the data presented in
Table II, it is seen that the closest approximation to the ideal

is achieved with 5PBTLA-0s, for which
and and .

To further substantiate the above observations, the degree of
coherence, or mutual coherence, [11], between the emitters in
5PBTLA-0s and 5PBTLA-10s was estimated using the two-slit
experiment. Using a microscope objective lens ,
the near field of the array was imaged onto 100- m transmission
slits separated by 1-mm spacing to observe optical interference
between two specific elements of the array. The interference pat-
tern was imaged onto a charged couple device (CCD) camera.
The interference fringes obtained at different currents from the
two types of arrays are presented in Fig. 7. To estimate the co-
herence of the array the modulus of the complex degree of co-
herence , also called coherence or mutual coherence, [11],
was calculated from the visibility of the fringes

(1)

where and are, respectively, the maximum and min-
imum intensity in the interference intensity pattern obtained
from elements and in the array. It is noted that in such mea-
surements the path differences are typically smaller than the co-
herence length (which is of the order of millimeters) and, there-
fore, the quantity measured is effectively the spatial coherence.

The mutual coherence estimated for adjacent elements in
5PBTLA-0s, Fig. 7, is at threshold and
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TABLE II
PULSED OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS MEASURED AT I = 2I FROM INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS, COUPLED AND UNCOUPLED ARRAYS; N ;N , AND N ARE

THE SCALING FACTORS OBTAINED FOR OPTICAL POWER OUTPUT, FAR FIELD FWHM, AND BRIGHTNESS (B)

Fig. 7. Interference fringes obtained from adjacent elements in 5PBTLA-0s
and 5PBTLA-10s obtained under pulsed operation near threshold, I � I ,
and at I = 1:5A � 9:5I ; corresponding far-field intensity profiles measured
at those currents are presented in the insets.

above threshold, with , for all . In addition, it is
observed that below threshold the peak of the diffraction enve-
lope coincides with a fringe minimum indicating out-of-phase
coupling (array operating in the highest order mode). On the
other hand, above threshold the peak of the diffraction envelope
coincides with a fringe maximum, a reflection of the fact that
the fundamental array mode is dominant. However, higher order
modes also contribute to the lasing field which can explain the
reduction of the mutual coherence observed at higher currents.

The degree of coherence between elements in uncoupled
arrays is negligible ( for any and ,

Fig. 7), as expected for arrays of incoherently coupled elements,
irrespective of driving current, of element-pair position in the
array.

V. CONCLUSION

Experimental and theoretical results have been presented to
show that in-phase locking (fundamental array mode operation)
has been achieved with arrays of PBTLs with simple and in-
expensive device fabrication. The novelty of the index-guided
PBTLAs described in this paper is that array mode selection is
operated by the combined effects of tapered geometry, mode-fil-
tering and hole-burning. The highest brightness obtained from
phase-coherent arrays of PBTLs was 318 MW cm sr
at , where the far-field FWHM was at the minimum
measured value of 0.83 deg, equivalent to less than 1.5 times
the diffraction-limit (measured without lenses). The above
results were discussed in the context of lateral phase coherence.
Evidence of coherent coupling was further confirmed with
results from double-slit interference experiments, leading to
the conclusion that phase-coherence (fundamental array mode
operation) was observed here only in (index-guided) arrays of
parabolic bow-laser arrays.
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